
Introduction

The development of conurbations as well as the process of 
drainage systems ageing lead to numerous problems with 
draining rainwater from urbanized catchments. They result 
in the intensifi cation of catchments’ fl ooding, which causes 
traffi c paralysis and fi nancial losses. Solving these problems 
by increasing the diameters of pipes usually lacks economic 
justifi cation. It is more benefi cial to build storage reservoirs 
(Kisiel 2007, Mrowiec 2009, Malmur 2013, Licznar 2013), 
which temporarily capture a part of the infl ow hydrograph 
volume, causing a reduction in the maximum fl ow rates as well 
as their delay. The basis for storage reservoir dimensioning is 
the infl ow hydrograph, which also constitutes the grounds for 
selecting the type and dimensions of the outlet orifi ce. 

Currently, graphical methods based on numerical solving 
of the differential equation are becoming increasingly popular, 
due to the fact that they allow for relatively quick determination 
of the required reservoir volume, while also being highly 
precise. Nevertheless, other methods are being developed 
as well, wherein the hydrograph of the reservoir outfl ow is 
schematized using a triangle, rectangle or trapezium (Guo 
1999, Akan and Houghtalen 2003, Hong et al. 2006).

The existing methods of sizing reservoirs relatively rarely 
take into account the hydrograph shape (Hager and Sinninger 
1985, Akan and Houghtalen 2003, Hong 2009, Graber 2009), 

and in many methods it is disregarded (Baker 1979, SCS 1986). 
Moreover, numerous simplifying assumptions in various 
methods lead to a considerable difference in the obtained 
results (Szeląg and Kiczko 2014), which in practice hinders the 
selection of a method appropriate for calculating the required 
reservoir volume. Considering the above, it is advisable to 
further develop the methods of sizing reservoirs that take into 
account the infl ow shape, and at the same time eliminate the 
need to apply complex numerical algorithms for solving the 
differential equation for the volume balance.

This article presents a simple method of calculating the 
volume of a rectangular reservoir, taking into account the 
infl ow hydrograph shape based on the nomograph connecting 
the hydrograph parameters with the dimensions of the 
reservoir equipped with an orifi ce as the outfl ow controller. 
The discussed method permits the consideration of the effect 
that the triangular hydrograph, as well as the one described 
by the power function and the one described by the gamma 
distribution have on the reservoir volume.. The development 
of nomographs involved using the SWMM (Storm Water 
Management Model) program with the application of 
numerical calculation results of the reservoir volume. Certain 
exemplary calculations taking into account the infl ow 
hydrograph shapes, analyzed in the process of the detention 
reservoir designing, have been performed in order to present 
the developed methodology. 
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Abstract: The article presents a method of designing single-chamber rectangular detention reservoirs based on 
nomographs connecting the parameters and the shape of the infl ow with the reservoir hydrograph (triangular, 
described by the power function and described by the gamma distribution) as well as the hydraulic characteristics 
of the accumulation chamber and the orifi ce. The preparation of nomographs involved using the SWMM (Storm 
Water Management Model) program with the application of numerical calculations’ results of a differential equation 
for the stormwater volume balance. The performed analyses confi rm a high level of similarity between the results 
of calculating the reservoir volume obtained by using the above mentioned program and using the developed 
nomographs. The examples of calculations presented in the paper confi rm the application aspects of the discussed 
method of designing the detention reservoir. Moreover, based on the conducted analyses it was concluded that the 
infl ow hydrograph described by the gamma distribution has the greatest impact on the reservoir’s storage volume, 
whereas the hydrograph whose shape in the rise and recession phases is described by the power function has the 
smallest effect.
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Infl ow hydrograph
The process of surface runoff forming is a complex 
phenomenon, affected by numerous factors (Gironàs et al. 
2009, Dayarante and Perrera 2004, 2008, Shuster et al. 2005), 
therefore engineering calculations are based on a number of 
simplifi cations. Consequently, the hydrographs of outfl ows 
from drainage areas are schematized and volumes of reservoirs 
are calculated using the hydrographs of the following shapes:

  triangular (Abt and Grig 1978, Basha 1995, Gomez et al. 
2001, Hong 2008,), 

  trapezoidal (Burton 1980, Aron and Kibler 1990, Guo 
1999, Hong et al. 2006, Graber 2009, Froehlich 2009),

  defi ned by gamma probability density function (Kessler 
and Diskin 1991, McEnroe 1992, Akan and Houghtalen 
2003),

  curvilinear (Q = f(t) in the SCS method (Akan 1990)). 
The completed research (ATV A – 118, TPGWRD 1993, 

United States Department of Agriculture 1986, Mrowiec 2009, 
Banasik et al. 2014) confi rms that the hydrograph of outfl ow from 
a small catchment, i.e. with the surface of up to 200 ha, caused 
by a short-term intensive rainfall can be defi ned using a triangle, 
a power function or the gamma distribution. The application of 
this sort of parameterization in the reservoir sizing, in order to 
defi ne the rate of stormwater infl ow and outfl ow, is presented by 
Guo (1999), Yao – Ming Hong (2008), Akan and Houghtalen 
(2003), as well as Szeląg and Kiczko (2014). In the case of 
a catchment with an area of above 200 ha or when the time of 
the stormwater runoff exceeds 15 minutes, it is advised to use 
hydrodynamic models in hydrograph calculations (Djordjević et 
al. 2005, Seo et al. 2013, Bach et al. 2014). Since the hydrograph 
shapes vary, the following parameters were introduced into the 
description of the irregular stormwater volume distribution in the 
infl ow hydrograph in order to generalize this variability in the 
practical discussion: S = Vp/Vc (where: Vp – rise phase volume, 
Vt – total infl ow hydrograph volume) and ω = Qpmax∙tp∙Vt

-1. 

Theoretical background 
of sizing the reservoir volume 
The methods of the storage reservoir designing are based on 
a principle applied in hydrology, i.e. the comparison of the 
infl ow and outfl ow variables graphs (Linsley et al. 1958, Chow 
et al. 1988, Fenton 1992, Basha 1995, Fiorentini and Orlandini 
2013). The fi rst solution involves determining the surface area 

of a fi gure formed by the hydrographs: the infl ow Qin(t) one 
and the outfl ow Qo(t) from the storage reservoir (Fig.1a) one. 
The second solution is the modifi cation of the fi rst one and 
consists in plotting cumulative curves for the infl ow Vin(t) and 
outfl ow Vo(t) from the reservoir (Fig. 1b). 

The relation between the variability in the volume of 
stormwater accumulated in the rectangular basin V(t) and the 
intensity of the infl ow Qd(t) and the discharge of a small circular 
orifi ce Qo(t) can be expressed with the differential equation for 
the volume balance in the following form:

 0,50
0,50max V
A
Cf(t)Q=

dt
dV out

p ⋅−⋅  (1)

where: Qpmax – maximum infl ow to the reservoir (m3∙s-1), f(t) 
– function taking into account the infl ow hydrograph shape, 
V – volume of stormwater accumulated in the basin (m3), 
dV – change stormwater volume in the reservoir in time dt 
(m3), A – basin surface area in plan (m2), Cout – parameter 
describing the characteristics of the orfi ce expressed as 
Cout = μ∙π∙4-1∙D2

out∙(2∙g)0,50 (m2,5/s).
In order to transform the equation (1) into a dimensionless 

form, the following normalizing parameters were introduced 
(McEnroe 1992, Akan and Houghtalen 2003):

– dimensionless time from the beginning (t*)
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– dimensionless reservoir volume (V*)
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where: tp – rise phase time, Vt – infl ow hydrograph volume, 
Qpmax – peak fl ow.

 

Fig. 1. Diagram depicting methods of calculating the storage reservoir capacity based on: a) infl ow and outfl ow hydrograms, 
b) infl ow and outfl ow cumulative curves
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Substituting (2), (3), (4) into (1) one obtains a dimensionless 
differential equation in the form:

 ( ) ( ) 50,0**
*

*

VRtf
dt
dV ⋅−⋅ω=  (5)

where: R – parameter taking into account the characteristics of 
the reservoir and the infl ow hydrograph expressed as:
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ω – parameter of the infl ow hydrograph shape described as:

 
t
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Taking into account the relations presented above, it 
can be stated that sizing a single-chamber reservoir with 
a predetermined surface area in plan and the predefi ned 
diameter of the orifi ce opening with an infl owing hydrograph 
of the predetermined parameters, is reduced to a dimensionless 
volume balance equation (5), wherein the dimensionless 
reservoir volume is the function of the parameters ω and R and 
the function f(t*).

Research methodology
The volume of the storage reservoir was calculated using three 
shapes of infl ow hydrographs (triangular, defi ned with the power 
function and gamma probability density distribution) with the 
constant infl ow volume (Vt = 3724 ÷ 45000 m3) and the peak 
infl ow (Qpmax = 2.58 ÷ 10.00 m3/s). The peak time ranged from 
tp = 5 min to 150 min. The values of the analyzed hydrograph 
asymmetry coeffi cients (S) ranged from 0.10 to 0.50 with the 
parameter ω as follows: for the triangular infl ow hydrograph 
ω = 0.20 ÷ 1.00, for the one defi ned with the power function 

ω = 0.32 ÷ 3.73 and for the gamma distribution one ω = 0.11 
÷ 1.78. The calculations were made for the horizontal surface 
area of the reservoirs in the range of A = 1500–13300 m2 and 
the diameters of the bottom outlets Dout = 0.25 ÷ 1.25 m 
and discharge coeffi cient μ = 0.60. The differential equation 
of the stormwater volume balance (4) for the rectangular 
reservoir was solved using the SWMM program (Storm Water 
Management Model). 

Research results
The calculations of the reservoir volume performed in the 
SWMM program and the analysis of the obtained results 
permitted the development of the relations between the R 
parameter, the maximum fl ow reduction coeffi cient (β) and the 
hydrograph asymmetry coeffi cient (ω) for the examined infl ow 
hydrographs. Figure 2 presents an example of a nomograph 
made for a triangular infl ow hydrograph. 

The lines presented in fi gure 2 show that the value of 
parameter R is a linear function ω for known value β. Moreover, 
in order to maintain constant value R, if ω is increasing (ω2 > 
ω1) it is necessary to reduce the peak fl ow reduction coeffi cient, 
which in practice means reducing the bottom outlet diameter 
(Dout) and/or the discharge coeffi cient (μ), assuming constant 
horizontal surface area (A). Identical dependencies were found 
for nomograph obtained for an infl ow hydrograph defi ned with 
power function and gamma probability density distribution. 

In the case when the adopted value β is different than those 
in the R = f(ω, β = β*, β* = const) graph, it is necessary to 
interpolate the values; however, this could result in an error. 
In order to avoid that, the relations R = f(ω) for different 
values of the maximum fl ow reduction coeffi cients (β) were 
approximated with the R = θ(β)·ω function. The calculations 
indicated that approximating the variability R = f(ω, β = β*, β* 
= const) with a linear function, the values of the coeffi cients 
of determination (R2) for β = 0.1 ÷ 0.9 vary in the range of 
0.996 ÷ 0.999. This served as the basis for determining values 
of parameters θ for the analyzed infl ow hydrographs, and 
then to prepare a graph illustrating infl uence of β on value θ 
(fi g. 3). Based on the parameter dependence θ = f(β) (fi g. 3), 

Fig. 2. Effect of hydrograph asymmetry coeffi cient (ω) and peak fl ow reduction coeffi cient (β) on the value of parameter (R) 
for triangular hydrograph
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it is possible to specify the value of parameter θ required to 
calculate the value of function R = f(ω), which is the base for 
determining the peak fl ow reduction coeffi cient. The results 
of the simulations carried out in the SWMM program were 
used to prepare graph (fi g. 4) illustrating the infl uence of the 
hydrograph asymmetry coeffi cient and the peak fl ow reduction 
coeffi cient on the nondimensional volume of the storage 
reservoir (Vdet/Vt). 

The graph (fi g. 4) depicting the impact of the infl ow 
hydrograph asymmetry and the peak fl ow reduction coeffi cient 
on the dimensionless volume of a detention reservoir (Vdet/Vt) 
was prepared taking into consideration the obtained results 
of the SWMM program simulation and the developed lines 
(fi g. 2, fi g. 3). On the basis of the graph (fi g. 4) it was 
concluded that when the share of the rise phase volume in 
the total hydrograph volume (triangular, described by the 
gamma distribution or by the power function) is S=0.5, then 
the designed reservoir volume reaches the maximum value. 
Moreover, it was found that for the analyzed hydrograph 

shapes, the growth of the asymmetry coeffi cient S leads to 
the increase in the required single-chamber reservoir volume 
(fi g. 4). When the hydrograph shape for the outfl ow from 
the catchment can be described by the gamma distribution, 
then the value change of the stormwater volume distribution 
irregularity (S) has the largest impact on the volume of 
the designed reservoir (fi g. 4), whereas for the variability 
Qin = f(t) described by the triangle the observed effect of S on 
Vdet/Vt was insignifi cant. 

For example, for β = 0.4 the change in the value of S from 
0.1 to 0.5 for the hydrograph described by gamma distribution 
and by the triangle leads to the increase of Vdet/Vt from 
0.40 to 0.57 (42.5%) and from 0.47 to 0.53 (13%), respectively. 
The smallest reservoir volume among the analyzed shapes 
of hydrographs (fi g. 4) is achieved for the rainfall intensity 
distribution that conditions the occurrence of the hydrograph 
defi ned by the power function. In the case when the variability 
Qin = f(t) can be reduced to the gamma distribution, the 
calculated storage volume for β = 0.2; β = 0.4; β = 0.6 and 

Fig. 3. Dependence of parameter θ = f(β)

 

Fig. 4. The impact of the hydrograph asymmetry coeffi cient (S) and the peak fl ow reduction coeffi cient on the dimensionless 
volume of the detention reservoir (Vdet/Vt) for the infl ow hydrographs: triangular, defi ned by the power function and defi ned 

by the gamma distribution
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β = 0.8 are larger than Vdet obtained for the triangular 
hydrograph when S > 0.47, S > 0.37, S > 0.26 and S > 0.10. 
Moreover, when the infl ow to the reservoir can be described 
by the triangular hydrograph, then the largest required storage 
volume with respect to the shapes discussed in the paper 
is achieved for β < 0.2 for the whole range of the analyzed 
asymmetry coeffi cient S. In the case when the variability 
Qin = f(t) can be expressed by the gamma distribution, then 
for β = 0.8 the obtained dimensionless reservoir volume is 
larger than the value Vdet/Vt determined for the triangular and 
described by the gamma distribution hydrographs (fi g. 4). 

In order to illustrate the developed method, two analytical 
examples were made. In the fi rst one, the storage volume was 
calculated for an assumed infl ow hydrograph (Qpmax, tp, ω) and 
the reservoir (μ, A, Dout); in the second, the horizontal surface 
area was determined for the accepted value of β and H. 

Example I
A storage reservoir with the horizontal surface area of 
(A = 600m2), bottom outlet diameter of (Dout = 0.60 m), 
discharge coeffi cient of (μ = 0.60) is fed by a triangular infl ow 
hydrograph (Qpmax = 3.50 m3/s, tp = 15 min, Vt = 3938 m3, 
ω = 0.8). In order to calculate the reservoir storage volume 
and maximum outfl ow (Qomax) Formula (6) was used to 
determine the value R = 3.14·0,25·(0.6·0.6)·(15·60)·(2·9.81)
0.50/(600·2813)0.5 = 0.73, and graph R = f(ω, β) was used to 
determine β = 0.54 and to calculate Qomax = β·Qpmax = 0.54·3.50 
= 1.89 m3/s. Next, the required volume was defi ned as 
Vdet = 1418 m3 and based on that, the fi lling level of the 
reservoir was calculated – H = 2.36 m. 

Example II 
A storage reservoir with the bottom outlet diameter of 
Dout = 0.50 m (μ = 0.60) is fed by infl ow hydrograph defi ned 
with gamma distribution (Qpmax = 2.00 m3/s, tp = 10 min, 
Vt = 4946 m3 and ω = 0.243); and the peak fl ow reduction 
coeffi cient comes to β = 0.50. 

Nomograph θ = f(β) (fi g. 3) was used to determine value 
R = 0.74 for β = 0.50. In order to calculate the horizontal surface 
area of the reservoir, equation (6) was transformed into: 

 
2

1 ⋅
⋅=

R
tC

V
A pout

t

 (8)

Substituting numerical value into (8), the result was 
A = 100.44 m2.

The above analyses permit the conclusion that the 
developed method of sizing the reservoir makes it possible to 
assess the effect of the infl ow hydrograph shape on the storage 
volume and in a relatively simple manner allows for taking into 
account the stormwater volume distribution nonuniformity in 
the hydrograph while defi ning the cross section of the storage 
chamber.

Conclusions
The paper presents the method of determining the storage 
volume of single-chamber rectangular reservoirs based on the 
nomograph connecting the parameters and the shape (triangular, 
described by the power function and the gamma distribution) 

of the infl ow from the catchment hydrograph with the cross 
section of the storage chamber and the orifi ce diameter. This 
method is characterized by a high level of accuracy, which is 
confi rmed by the similar values of the R = f(ω, β = β*, β* = 
const) variability obtained by interpolation and by using the 
numerical simulations in the SWMM program. Based on the 
calculations presented in the paper, it can be concluded that 
the mode of the infl ow hydrograph parameterization has 
a signifi cant effect on the relation R = f(ω, β = β*, β* = const). 
The performed calculations showed that the storage volume of 
the detention reservoir is affected by the shape of the infl ow 
hydrograph. The conducted calculations revealed that the 
increase in the hydrograph asymmetry coeffi cient leads to the 
rise in the required reservoir volume.

The analyses presented in the paper show that the derived 
formulas and the developed nomographs permit a relatively 
quick design of the reservoir, which is confi rmed by the 
included calculation examples. Moreover, the methodology of 
developing nomographs and particular relations discussed in 
the paper is of a universal character and can be applied in other 
cases.
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Metoda wymiarowania jednokomorowego zbiornika retencyjnego 
w zlewniach miejskich

Streszczenie: W artykule przedstawiono metodę projektowania jednokomorowych prostopadłościennych 
zbiorników retencyjnych opierającą się o nomogramy wiążące parametry i kształt hydrogramu dopływu (trójkątny, 
potęgowy i opisany rozkładem gamma) do zbiornika oraz charakterystyki hydrauliczne komory akumulacyjnej 
i spustu. Do opracowania nomogramów tych wykorzystano wyniki obliczeń numerycznych równania 
różniczkowego bilansu objętości ścieków deszczowych w programie SWMM (Storm Water Management Model). 
Wykonane analizy potwierdzają wysoką zgodność wyników obliczeń pojemności zbiorników przeprowadzonych 
w powyższym programie oraz przy pomocy opracowanych nomogramów. Zamieszczone w pracy przykłady 
obliczeniowe potwierdzają aspekty aplikacyjne przedstawionej metody projektowania zbiornika retencyjnego. 
Ponadto, na podstawie przeprowadzonych analiz stwierdzono, że największy wpływ na pojemność akumulacyjną 
zbiornika ma hydrogram dopływu opisany rozkładem gamma a najmniejszy hydrogram, którego kształt w fazie 
przyboru i opadania jest wyrażony funkcją potęgową. 


